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1.! MAY IT PLEASE THE PANEL, to accept this late closing submission following its decision 
on Awatea ODP which materially changes my earlier decision to ‘leave it to Council’.!!
2.! There is no nett detriment to ICWT that is beyond the Panels powers, experience and 
ability to balance.    The Council cannot object because it left the barn door open by not filing on 
time itself and it has the right of reply.!!
3.! While ICWT are right to point out that I have not lead expert evidence nor chosen to cross 
examine any of their witnesses they draw you towards the wrong conclusion.!!
4.! This proverbial silence however simply highlights even by accident how weak the relocation 
acoustic opposition case is.  If there was a significant point its clear they would have raised it and 
they have not.!!
5.! Perhaps they may have made some ground with startle effects which is why I offer you a 
concession to restricted discretionary status confined to those.  However even there they don’t 
address the potential for startle effects from the intervening road or the hearsay evidence from the 
gun clubs of the recreational motorcross in the adjoining blocks across Haul Rd.  Nor do they 
suggest that evidence is unreliable.!!
6.! That intervening road is the key , in my submission, to your peace of mind on these 
complexities.  It becomes the arbitrator whereby you can forecast that whatever ICWT could say 
about the kart noise, the kart club could counter with respect to ICWT quarrying noise.   !!
7.! The intervening road offsets whatever imbalance reverse sensitivity concerns you might 
have including with respect to startle effects.!!
8.! The intervening road says stalemate.!!
9.! The intervening road says long years of peaceful coexistence.!!
10.! The intervening road has a potential noise risk profile that is required by all parties.!!
11.! As I said in my opening submission a key consideration is the need to address costs and 
this decision has significant implications.  !!
12.! ICWT rightly do not address this because across town as CAPG they are arguing their 
tendency to disregard the terms of their quarrying consents is immaterial to their desire to (?risk 
contaminating our drinking water as they) deepen their quarries.  This raises a very simple 
question as to why they are here at all in these hearings.  And that is a very material question to 
reflect on in the context of the cost implications of the issues raised by this series of submissions 
generally.  If ICWT have no or limited intention of abiding by their resource consents or the Plan 
then is their right of appeal ultimately not a right they have chosen to disrespect by their own legal 
position in other significant matters?!!
13.! This series of submissions is made very much post earthquakes.  It is not an attack on the 
rule of law - to the contrary.  It is the open assertion that you have the discretionary power to make 
a Plan.  A Plan that is consistent with the direction of the elected members of Council to their staff 
to negotiate the relocation of the Kart Club.  You are not being asked to implement that relocation 
but you are being asked to ensure that that Plan makes it as easy as possible.  !!
14.  ! In making that determination you must turn your mind to the efficacy of that Plan which is 
why I have focused my attention on the fundamentals of the most contentious issue.  You are 
experienced enough to know that Mr Camp made it clear he saw no problem with the site.  His 
evidence on process was beyond his expertise and can be set aside.  The planning evidence on 
this is weak.  You have before you many instances where planners are arguing for rights beyond 
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the resource consent process. No rationale tends to be presented beyond the name of the witness.  
So all those positions cancel each other out and you simply have to look at the merits of this 
matter.  At the fundamentals of the acoustic issue.!!
15.  ! In that context you have to accept that you are being asked to resolve that point and you 
have to consider whether that is wise or not.  You have before you the entrails of the Ruapuna 
saga - significant evidence in itself.  You have acquired some of the more significant body of 
advice, and perspective on the City in its history.  Very significant evidence.  You have then , in my 
view an obligation to face your opportunity to resolve conflict, to reduce expense in a post disaster 
context.  You are obliged to do this by your definition.!!
16.  ! ICWT have proven they can put a case together and I salute that.  However this was never 
about simplistic issues.  This submission is about whether we need to move in a direction as a City 
in the face of opposition from a respected Citizen.!!
17.  ! What is a Plan?  It is nothing more or less that that is it.  !!
18.! This Plan should make provision for a kart racing facility because  on the most controversial 
issue to date it is further to the Aviaries than the residential setback in its Carrs Rd site under the 
conservative advice of Mr Camp who broadly supports this site.  Further both are at the bottom of 
quarries which are acoustically broadly equivalent to significant bunding - a well known acoustic 
mitigation tool.  However this typical immediate acoustic nexus is unusually and very significantly 
overridden by an economically significant noise source - aircraft flying over head and aircraft 
engine testing.  You know a lot about that.  The primary noise concern of the proposed source from 
an evidential point of view has tended to focus on the startle effects but this is more because of 
their technical significance not in my view their actual significance.  In reality the gun club over the 
road and the others down the road will always be the real factual context of those concerns.  To the 
extent this can be disputed you can see that allowing a restricted discretionary status to the noise 
confined to startle effects would address that.!!
19.   ! The Auckland Unitary Plan is referencing the KartSport National guidelines as a noise 
management tool for one Kart site which is where that wording in my submission was inspired 
from.  I think that has tremendous potential for efficiency.  ICWT concern for potential uncertainty 
raised by Mr Dowding is a drafting matter but with the governance of the site not in anyway 
resolved by my proposal it can be comfortably set aside.!!
19.! This Plan should make provision for the facility because it will be significantly cheaper and 
quicker to build it if opponents do not have the right of appeal except on matters of law.! This 
outcome is well known to the respective parties and they have run their cases in that light from the 
outset.  Why ICWT have not made arguments on it is a matter for them - perhaps it is not seen as 
appropriate however I prefer to address the matter head on.!!
20.! On the issue of your evidential  basis on the acoustics while I accept you only have 
dedicated reports from one side you have copious reports on this topic which give you superior 
perspective from which you can evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of those reports.  Just 
because you dont have a specific report that puts together the suggested position in one place 
does not dislodge the reality that you have more detail on that noise context than the community 
can should probably afford to provide you or someone else with again in the short term.  While it 
would have been nice if Mr Hunt could have appeared to help you on this issue if you engage in 
the detail on the engine testing disputes then it is clear this issue is in fact quite simple and beyond 
the legal distractions.!!
21.! In this case the potential noise profile of the intervening road rises to referee.!!
22.! The intervening road has a potential noise risk profile that is required by all the parties.!!
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23.! The intervening road says long years of peaceful coexistence.!!
24.! The intervening road says stalemate between neighbours on noise issues - as evidenced 
by the mediation with the gun clubs..!!
25.! The intervening road offsets whatever imbalance from reverse sensitivity concerns you 
might have including startle effects.!!
26.! So in conclusion I thank you for your work and ask that you consider my request.  I 
apologise for being late and for the lack of evidence.  The truth is stranger than fiction in some 
cases and I ask that we be spared a public enquiry on those matters.!!
!
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